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Children will have exposure to the Spanish language. This will 

begin as  speaking and listening with children repeating cor-

rect pronunciation. They could repeat  the register in Spanish, 

learning basic greetings. Throughout the year they will be ex-

posed to Spanish songs to develop their understanding. 

Building upon their knowledge of the Spanish lan-
guage, children will begin to learn some Spanish 
basics, through exposure to vocabulary, including 
songs and stories. Understand and use routine 
language such as greetings, reacting to foods 
offered and expressing emotions. Children will be 
exposed to short stories.  

Children will understand that Spain is part of Europe, however Spanish 
is spoken in different places around the world. Opportunities for 
children to work individually and in groups exploring patterns, games 
and playground activities. Children will make links with other areas of 
the curriculum by exploring the seaside at home and abroad. Children 
will increase their confidence in performing to small audiences. 
Children will learn vocabulary linked to colour names, shape names, 
the name of fruits and how to buy fruits in a shop. 

As children enter KS2, they will build on their knowledge of the 

language gained in EYFS and KS1. They will begin to follow the National 

Curriculum expectations for MFL. Children will revisit and build upon 

numbers, greetings, classroom instructions and colours. They will 

experiment with writing, listen to a sequence of words and provide the 

next word in the sequence.  In Year 3 children will also recognise 

singular and plural items and how they affect the verb. 

 As children progress through lower key stage 2, they 

will revise colours from Y3. Moving on they will learn 

the parts of the body, zoo animals and members of 

the family. Lessons will show children how to ask and 

answer questions about family members, hobbies 

and the weather.  

In Year 5 children will have been exposed to most of the 
Spanish primary curriculum. They will now make simple 
sentences and manipulate them by changing an element, 
take part in a simple conversation, ask for and give 
directions, as well as understand a short story containing 
familiar vocabulary and writing short sentences, 
substituting vocabulary in model sentences.  

In preparation for secondary school, children at Lillington will 
be able to initiate and sustain conversations by the time they 
leave Year 6. They will present oral work confidently, speaking 
clearly and audibly with good pronunciation. When writing, 
learners will construct a short paragraph by adapting a model. 
They will attempt accurate spellings when writing individual 
new words from memory.  
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